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Abstract
Transparency and accountability are keywords in corporate business, politics, and science. As part of the open science movement, many journals 
have started to adopt forms of open peer review beyond the closed (single- or double-blind) standard model. However, there is contrasting 
evidence on the impact of these innovations on the quality of peer review. Furthermore, their long-term consequences on scientists’ cooperation 
and competition are difficult to assess empirically. This paper aims to fill this gap by presenting an agent-based model that simulates competition 
and status dynamics between scholars in an artificial academic system. The results would suggest that if referees are sensitive to competition 
and status, the transparency achieved by open peer review could backfire on the quality of the process. Although only abstract and hypothetical, 
our findings suggest the importance of multidimensional values of peer review and the anonymity and confidentiality of the process.
Key words: peer review; science; reviewer bias; status; agent-based models.

1. Introduction
Peer review is an institutionalized process that encapsulates 
the self-organized, decentralized nature of the science system 
(Merton 1973). It is key to the social construction of scientific 
knowledge, with implications for the legitimacy and credibil-
ity of science for various stakeholders (Weller 2001; Lamont 
2009a; Mallard et al. 2009; Strang and Siler 2015). While it 
is often said that peer review has a long and venerable tradi-
tion dating back centuries, the terms ‘peer review’ and ‘referee’ 
entered the vocabulary of science only about 70 years ago (e.g. 
Csiszar 2016; Batagelj et al. 2017; Grimaldo et al. 2018). 
For instance, leading journals, such as Nature, began using 
peer review only in 1973. The practice of journals involv-
ing external experts to judge the quality of manuscripts for 
publication reflected the expansion of scientific publications 
and the increasing specialization of scientific knowledge after 
World War II (Moxham and Fyfe 2017; Fyfe et al. 2020).

It is worth noting that whether single or double blind, 
one of the intrinsic characteristics of this practice has always 
been its confidential, closed form (Chubin and Hackett 1990; 
Rabesandratana 2013). For instance, in a recent study on 
peer review and editorial practices in sociology journals since 
the 1950s, Merriman (2020) has shown that regardless of 
adaptations and variations of certain practices, confidential-
ity and anonymity were deliberately established as a ‘norm’ 
to reflect an important value (i.e. ‘social equality’ between 
experts) and serve an intellectual aim rather than an organiza-
tional necessity. This was key to protect scientists against risks 
inherent in priority claims, reducing judgment bias, protect-
ing experts’ scrutiny from potential retaliation by manuscript 

authors, and distributing decision-making responsibility with-
out compromising editorial autonomy (Biagioli 2002, 2012; 
Bornmann 2013; Pontille and Torny 2014; Moxham and Fyfe 
2017; Fyfe et al. 2020).

Despite being instrumental in ensuring the quality of pub-
lications and credibility of scientific claims, peer review has 
always been contested, often also due to its lack of trans-
parency (Alberts et al. 2008; Couzin-Frankel 2013; Csiszar 
2016). For instance, after pioneering open access journals, 
Vitek Tracz, one of the most visionary and influential sci-
ence publishers, chair of a conglomerate controlling more 
than 250 biology and medicine journals, concluded that: 
‘peer review is sick and collapsing under its own weight’ 
and only defended by an ‘irrational, almost religious belief’. 
He viewed the ‘anonymity granted to reviewers’ as the real 
problem, especially because this would give an unfair advan-
tage to reviewers against authors in the race for priority of 
discoveries, e.g. deliberately delaying publication of compet-
ing groups (Rabesandratana 2013). Similar arguments have 
led certain journal editors to arrange the process so that 
revealing reviewers’ identities could help remove these com-
petitive advantages by neutralizing information asymmetries 
(Wolfram 2020; Ross-Hellauer 2022).

While certain dysfunctionalities of the conventional model 
have been questioned, such as editorial and reviewer bias 
(e.g. Alberts et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2013), two important 
exogenous factors seem to work against the gold standard 
of confidential peer review, i.e. technology progress and the 
changing public status of science. Note that these two factors 
have always influenced peer review (Spier 2002; Csiszar 2016; 
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Moxham and Fyfe 2017). When the first photocopiers became 
available in the late 1950s, editors began distributing copies 
of manuscripts by post to external experts. Similarly, later 
with the digitalization of documents and the advent of the 
Internet, the geographical extent of the referee pool dramat-
ically expanded, communication improved, and time delay 
was reduced. Now, these technological advances have led to 
various experiments on open and post-peer review, includ-
ing the online self-selection of reviewers, along with richer 
forms of commenting and engagement. According to many 
observers, this would make confidentiality irrelevant, if not 
often even impossible to guarantee (Tennant et al. 2017).

Let us now consider public status and all pressures applied 
to scholarly journals from their various stakeholders. While 
since World War II, peer review has responded to the need 
for credible and recognized standards of evaluation of sci-
ence, socially justifying generous public funds, priorities are 
now transparency and the accountability of editorial prac-
tices. Under the impact of recent scandals, e.g. publications 
with deliberately fake data and manipulated conclusions 
in top scholarly journals (e.g. Couzin-Frankel 2013), any-
thing looking ‘confidential’ related to editorial decisions 
is associated with monopolistic powers and organizational
irresponsibility.

These factors have contributed to the development of 
experiments by scholarly journals, learned societies, and pub-
lishers on new forms of open peer review. For instance, The 
EMBO Journal, eLife, and Frontiers journals support pre-
publication interaction and collaboration between review-
ers, editors, and in some cases even authors, while F1000 
Research has implemented advanced collaborative platforms 
to engage reviewers in post-publication open reviews. In short, 
these new forms can include (but are not limited to) pub-
lishing peer review reports, revealing reviewers’ identities, 
post-reviewing manuscripts’ self-organization, and establish-
ing direct and public communication between reviewers and 
authors (Wicherts 2016; Ross-Hellauer 2017; Tennant et al. 
2017; Wang and Tahamtan 2017).

However, there is no consensus among scholars on the posi-
tive/negative implications of these innovations (Ross-Hellauer 
2022). While open peer review could stimulate fairer, con-
structive, and more positive reports, it seems that this does 
not increase the quality of reports, while also implying less 
willingness to participate by potential reviewers. For instance, 
a large-scale study on five Elsevier journals before and dur-
ing their transition from closed to open peer review found no 
significant differences in referees’ willingness to review, turn-
around time, or recommendations. However, these results 
testified to the lack of confidence by reviewers when asked 
to reveal their identities. Indeed, only 8.1 per cent of 18,525 
reports reported reviewer names, most probably when review-
ers provided a positive recommendation of the manuscript 
(Bravo et al. 2019).

This would indicate that reviewers are sensitive to possi-
ble retaliation by authors and would preferably opt out when 
reporting on a weak manuscript. If we consider the current 
academic landscape in which competition for funds and aca-
demic career uncertainty is dramatic (Fang and Casadevall 
2015; Edwards and Siddhartha 2017), it is possible that 
the desirable principles of transparency and accountabil-
ity of open peer review could even clash with competing 
principles of fairness and disinterestedness, equally essential 

in peer review. While examining the impact of open peer 
review on referees’ willingness to review, turn-around, report 
quality, and recommendations is possible (e.g. Walsh et al. 
2000; Bruce et al. 2016; Bravo et al. 2019), examin-
ing the effect of these innovations on aggregate, collec-
tive patterns requires time-dependent scales of observation, 
which are hardly achievable either observationally or
experimentally.

To fill this gap, we built a theoretical simulation model 
that encapsulated certain abstract features of peer review and 
allowed us to develop hypothetical scenarios to examine non-
trivial, counterfactual hypotheses on open peer review based 
on plausible assumptions on scientist behavior (Squazzoni 
and Takács 2011). As suggested by a recent review in this 
field (Feliciani et al. 2019), this approach is particularly 
valuable to support theoretical reflections on generative mech-
anisms of complex, evolving social patterns that quantita-
tive research on aggregate variables cannot help to capture 
(Macy and Willer 2002; Epstein 2006). We used our sim-
ulation model to examine the level of structural coherence 
between our hypotheses on the evolution of the scientific 
context and its plausible effects on scientist behavior (e.g. 
Squazzoni 2012). Note that our model only aims to cap-
ture certain stylized characteristics of the scientific context 
and does not aim to determine a specific micro-macro causal 
mechanism of explanation (León-Medina 2017; Knight and 
Reed 2019). The design is to support a critical discussion on 
recent innovations in scholarly communication (Ramström 
2018) and provide scenario analysis on possible evolution 
of the science system, which is hard to estimate empirically
(Yun et al. 2015).

The paper is organized as follows: the following section 
presents our model, which draws on existing agent-based 
models of peer review (e.g. Squazzoni and Gandelli 2013; 
Bianchi et al. 2018). Here, we assumed that scientists could 
have different motivation when reviewing and are sensitive to 
status signals and competition. Indeed, besides being ‘peers’ of 
a cohesive community and directly and indirectly collaborat-
ing on knowledge development, scholars are also embedded in 
academic organizations with complex hierarchies of prestige, 
worth, and value, now explicitly quantified (e.g. H-index). 
While the competitive spirits of the ‘homo academicus’ have 
always been part of the scientific field (Merton 1973; Bourdieu 
1990), the increasing importance of publication signals, the 
quantification of academic life, and the general conflation of 
‘value’ and ‘worth’ into single indicators have institutional-
ized competition at within the current ‘academic capitalism’ 
(Fochler, 2016). Research has found that prestigious authors 
sometimes could benefit from certain advantages, such as hav-
ing their manuscripts treated more quickly by editors (Sarigol 
et al. 2017), more favorable reviews when the identity of the 
author is revealed (Okike et al. 2016; Teplitskiy et al. 2018), 
or more favorable editorial decisions in case of contested 
reviews (Bravo et al. 2018). More generally, these distortions 
can be viewed as the effect of status dynamics among schol-
ars, which encompass actual power differences as well as the 
social construction of prestige and reputation (Sorokin 1927; 
Blau 1964). While some of these distortions could be ide-
ally reduced by opening internal journal information, others 
could also be exacerbated or have simply unpredictable con-
sequences, such as retaliation or collusion among scholars in 
other occasions.
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Any form or innovation introduced in peer review from 
scholarly journals cannot ignore the fundamental fact that sci-
entists do not work in an institutional vacuum. Scientists are 
embedded in systems of standards, rewards, and norms that 
orient their perceptions of value and worth (Reitz 2017). We 
hypothesized that institutional contexts could affect scientist 
behaviors and examined these potential effects on very simple 
measures of quality and efficiency of peer review practices. 
The third section presents and discusses our results, while 
the last discusses certain implications of our findings on the 
current debate on peer review.

2. The model
Building on a previous theoretical model by Squazzoni and 
Gandelli (2013), we simulated an idealized scientific commu-
nity of N scientists, who alternatively performed the roles of 
authors and reviewers of manuscripts for scholarly journals. 
When authors, scientists submit manuscripts for publication, 
while when reviewers, they evaluate a randomly assigned 
submitted manuscript. At each iteration of the model, half 
of the scientists are randomly assigned as authors, half as 
reviewers. For the sake of simplicity, we assumed that each 
author submits only one manuscript at each model itera-
tion and that each manuscript is reviewed by one reviewer, 
who is required to assign a score to the manuscript. At the 
end of each iteration, a fixed proportion P of submissions is 
selected for publication based on the best scores assigned by
reviewers.

We assumed that both authoring and reviewing are costly 
activities. Each scientist is provided with a variable amount 
of resources ri, which they consume to perform their tasks. 
While a portion of ri is fixed, each scientist is provided with 
a small, equal amount of resources (E) at the beginning of 
each iteration. At the end of each iteration, scientists are 
assigned extra-resources in case their submitted manuscripts 
are eventually selected for publication. This was to model 
a productivity-based resource allocation policy, mitigated by 
access to minimal resources to which all scientists are entitled 
independent of their performance, such as research infrastruc-
ture provided by their organizations, access to libraries, online 
repositories, and laboratories.

We assumed that each submitted manuscript has an 
intrinsic quality value. This depends on each author’s 
expected quality ( ̄𝑞𝑙), which is calculated at the beginning 
of each iteration as a function of the author’s resources, as
follows: 

̄𝑞𝑙 = 𝑣 ⋅ 𝑟𝑖
𝑣 ⋅ 𝑟𝑖 + 1

(1)

where v indicates the velocity at which authors’ expected qual-
ity varies according to the increase of author’s resources. We 
set v = 0.1 (see Table 1) so that the expected quality of authors 
increased slowly according to their resources. This was to 
model scientists who had some inertia in adapting the quality 
of their manuscripts to their increased resources. Note that 
systematic parameter explorations showed that model out-
comes were not significantly affected by the variability of v
(see Supplementary Figures S1–S3). Then, the actual submis-
sion quality (qm) of a manuscript is randomly drawn from a 
normal distribution as follows: 

𝑁( ̄𝑞𝑙,𝜎 = 𝐵 ⋅ ̄𝑞𝑙) (2)

Table 1. Initialization of model parameters.

Parameter Description Value

N Number of scientists 240
ri (t = 0) Scientists’ initial resources 0
E Fixed resource gain 1
P Proportion of accepted 

publications
0.25

B Author bias factor 0.1
v Velocity of best quality 

approximation
0.1

d Discount factor on resources 
for unreliable reviews

0.5

where B is the author bias factor, defined as an exoge-
nously fixed parameter that biases the link between author’s 
resources (ri) and submission quality (qm). This was to model 
possible variability of quality across different submissions by 
the same author, due to idiosyncratic factors, e.g. variations in 
the originality of research ideas, delay in priority claims, etc. 
We set B = 0.1 (see Table 1) to introduce a small effect. Note 
that systematic parameter explorations showed that model 
outcomes were not significantly affected by the variability of 
B (see Supplementary Figures S4–S6). Moreover, we assumed 
that the submission quality also determines the amount of 
resources consumed to submit a manuscript: submitting better 
manuscripts requires authors to invest more resources. 

When reviewing, scientists estimate the quality of their 
assigned manuscript. In order to model reviewing bias, the 
estimated quality (si, m) of a manuscript m by a reviewer i
depends on the distance between a reviewer’s expected quality
as an author and the submission quality of the manuscript, as 
in the following equation: 

𝑆𝑖,𝑚 = 𝑟𝑖(1 + 𝑞𝑚 − ̄𝑞𝑖)
2

(3)

where ri is the amount of resources of reviewer i, qm is the sub-
mission quality of manuscript m, and ̄𝑞𝑖 is the expected quality 
of reviewer i when submitting his/her own manuscripts.

Therefore, Equation (2) reflects the assumption that the 
cost of reviewing increases with the distance between a 
reviewer’s skills and the skills ideally required to ensure the 
best possible review of the manuscript due to its quality. Simi-
lar to the use of author resources, we assumed that the amount 
of resources required for reviewing are also determined by 
the quality of the review, hence by si, m. Therefore, if review-
ers are assigned a manuscript whose quality is close to that 
of their own submissions, we assumed that they must allo-
cate 50 per cent of their resources to deliver their review. 
Here, we assumed that standards of quality and complexity 
of research are stratified and mutual understanding increases 
between experts with the same standards, which are reflected 
by the similarity of their level of resources. Furthermore, fewer 
resources are required if reviewers are assigned manuscripts of 
lower quality, while more resources are consumed if they are 
assigned manuscripts of higher quality. Moreover, reviewing 
expenses were inversely proportional to the reviewer’s level of 
resources. This was to mirror the fact that top scientists usu-
ally require less time and effort for reviewing, as they are more 
experienced and skilled than average scientists. However, we 
linked effort and value as a proportion as when reviewing 
similar manuscripts, more productive scientists used more 
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resources than average scientists because their time was more 
costly.

In order to keep the model simple and focus on the sci-
entists’ behavior, we did not explicitly model a publishing 
landscape with different journals having different standards 
and selectivity (see Kovanis et al. 2016). We simply assumed 
a selective scholarly journal market. In our model, to mimic a 
draconian ‘publish or perish’ academic environment, authors 
of unpublished manuscripts lose all resources invested in the 
submission process. On the contrary, if published, author 
resources are multiplied by a value M, ranging between 1 
(for most resourceful scientists) and 1.5 (for least resource-
ful scientists). This was to model different marginal bene-
fits yielded from resource gains for scientists depending on 
their level of resources (ideally reflecting the number of their 
previous publications).

The assumption was that the marginal utility of each pub-
lication is higher at the beginning of a scientist’s career than 
in later stages. For instance, the nth publication by already 
well-established scientists has less impact on their reputation 
and value than the first publications by less-established col-
leagues. More precisely, at the end of each iteration, all n
published authors are ranked by level of resources according 
to an Ai sequence, where A0 represents the published author 
with the lowest level of resources and An-1 represents the pub-
lished author with the highest level of resources. We calculated 
the multiplier M for scientist i as follows: 

𝑀(𝐴𝑖) = 𝑔 − 𝑖
𝑛 − 1

(𝑔 − 1) = 𝑔(𝑛 − 𝑖 − 1) + 𝑖
𝑛 − 1

(4)

where g is the higher multiplier possible and i is the rank of 
an author by resources.

3. Model specification and simulation 
scenarios1

We created two simulation scenarios in which we assumed 
adaptive behavior by scientists and introduced different ideal-
ized peer review models: confidential peer review vs. open peer 
review. In the first one (confidential peer review), we assumed 
that authors and reviewers are anonymous during the pro-
cess. We assumed that scientists could be more or less reliable 
as reviewers depending on their previous publication/rejection 
when authors (i.e. indirect reciprocity). For instance, if their 
manuscript was previously published, they could be more reli-
able when later casted as reviewers, whereas otherwise, they 
could retaliate by performing biased reviews. We assumed 
that in these cases, unreliable reviews required less resources 
from reviewers to be performed (i.e. the reviewing cost was 
decreased by a d factor) as if they were saving time and 
resources to concentrate on their manuscripts (Bianchi et al. 
2018). We assessed the impact of this behavior against two 
baseline scenarios where scientists were either always (i.e. fair) 
or never reliable (i.e. unreliable). In the latter case, review-
ers could either over- or under-rate the quality of manuscripts 
randomly.

In the second scenario (open peer review), we assumed that 
author and reviewer identities are revealed during the pro-
cess. This means that scientists could use these signals to play 
dyadic ‘TIT-for-TAT’ moves: promoting previously positive 
or punishing previously negative reviewers when reviewing 
their manuscripts later (i.e. direct reciprocity). Note that we 

assumed that reviewing was always costly in the open peer 
review model, because of the risk of retaliation related to 
identity disclosure and the fact that reviews could be pub-
lished. Moreover, in the status scenario, we assumed that 
reviewers could be influenced by author status in that they 
are keen to pay deference to more established authors by 
being more positive while reviewing their submissions. In 
this scenario, whenever matched with a manuscript, review-
ers in the lowest quartile of the resource distribution could 
estimate the status of their matched authors by comparing 
their respective resources (ri). In case reviewers’ resources 
were less than twice the amount of resources of manuscript 
authors, reviewers paid deference to authors’ higher status 
by overrating their manuscript. We assessed the effect of this 
status-based mechanism against a scenario where 25 per cent 
of scientists were randomly selected to perform biased reviews
(i.e. bias).

We simulated each scenario for 200 realizations. For each 
realization, we ran the model for 3,000 iterations in order 
to achieve robust outcome measurements by minimizing the 
effect of stochastic parameters and ensure full comparability 
of all scenarios. Note that time here does not reflect any real 
event, e.g. the number of manuscripts that scientists can real-
istically submit in their lifetime, but it is only a feature of the 
model.

Table 1 summarizes the model parameters and their initial-
ization values. Table 2 shows the pseudo-code of the model. 
In order to test the sensitivity of model outcomes to varying 
initialization values, we conducted a systematic exploration 
of the model’s parameter space, which showed no signifi-
cant qualitative differences between scenarios compared to 
parameter values reported in Table 1 (see Supplementary 
material).

We calculated three outcome measurements at the end of 
each realization. We measured publication bias as the per-
centage of published manuscripts that should not have been 
published if reviewers had correctly estimated their actual sub-
mission quality. We then calculated reviewing expenses as the 
percentage of the total resources spent by reviewers over the 
total amount of resources spent by authors in each time step. 
Finally, we calculated the average published quality as the 
average submission quality of published articles.

5. Results
Figure 1 shows the impact of reviewer behavior on publication 
bias when peer review is confidential. Similar to Squazzoni 
and Gandelli (2013), the results showed that if scientists 
would follow reactive strategies while reviewing, i.e. recip-
rocating past experience as authors by being more or less fair 
when casted as reviewers, peer review cannot ensure that only 
the best submissions are published. Note that the outcome of 
this scenario is similar to a model of a purely random peer 
review. This would mean that confidentiality would ensure 
high quality of peer review only when scientists do not behave 
strategically when acting as reviewers. Compared with an 
optimal situation (fair scenario), in which all scientists behave 
fairly and try to promote only high-quality submissions, the 
percentage of bias with strategic reviewers in our simulations 
increased, on average, by almost 40 per cent. This would indi-
cate that widespread concern about potential distortions of 
strategic referees could be well placed, especially considering 
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the current hyper-competitive landscape in which publication 
signals are so important (Edwards and Siddhartha 2017). 

Table 2. Pseudo-algorithm of the model core. For specific details concern-
ing different scenarios, see the model code at [ANONYMIZED].

Input: time t, number of iterations T, set of n agents, r,
Output: publication bias, average publication quality, top quality
1 initialize t = 0
2 initialize n agents
3 for all agents i:
4  ri ← 0
5  # publications ← 0
6 end for
7 while t < T do
8 for all agents i:
9  update ri
10  compute 𝑞𝑖
11  initialize n/2 reviewers
12  for all reviewers j:
13  initialize behavior (reliable vs. unreliable)
14  match with one random non-reviewer agent i
15  end for
16  for all non-reviewers i:
17  compute qm
18  compute spent resources
19  end for
20  for all reviewers j:
21  compute si, m
22  end for
23  end for
24  rank submitted manuscripts m by si, m
25  for all non-reviewers i:
26  if m ranked among top Pn / 2 manuscripts do
27  # publications ← # publications + 1
28  end if
29  end for
30 end while

Figure 2 shows a comparison between confidential and 
open peer review when scientists behave strategically (i.e. 
indirect reciprocity vs. direct reciprocity). Here, it is impor-
tant to note that while confidentiality implied only indirect 
reciprocity motives (i.e. whenever rejected, scientists retali-
ated against peer review by providing unfair reviews, saving 
time and resources to prepare their own manuscripts), open 
peer review can induce scientists to play direct reciprocity 
strategies. Indeed, reviewers could recognize authors who pre-
viously reviewed (either positively or negatively) their submis-
sions and so play a direct ‘TIT-for-TAT’ cooperation strategy. 
It is important to note here that previous surveys on scientists 
involved in open peer review considered this reactive behav-
ior as one of the most critical inconveniences of open peer 
review (e.g. Ross-Hellauer et al. 2017). The results showed 
that open peer review would cause a dramatic increase in the 
publication bias compared to confidential, reaching a level of
70 per cent. 

Figure 3 compares various open peer review scenarios. 
While in the previous scenario, we considered reciprocity 
strategies that were enacted simply by competitive signals, 
here we considered more sophisticated signals. We assumed 
that transparency led reviewers to estimate the status of the 
manuscript authors they were matched with while knowing 
at the same time that authors could do the same in their turn 
at the end of the process. This is especially relevant when 
considering all potential author–reviewer matching, includ-
ing low-status reviewers, e.g. Ph.D. students or post-docs, 
being asked to review submissions by authors of higher sta-
tus. As previously mentioned, as a benchmark, we created a 
scenario in which status perception was not linearly linked 
to scientist productivity in that a variety of possible distor-
tions exist beyond productivity-based status, e.g. academic 
seniority, power, or personal relationships.

Figure 1. Impact of reviewer behavior on publication bias in confidential peer review over time. Circles: fair ; squares: unreliable; triangles: indirect 
reciprocity. (Values averaged over 200 realizations.)
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Figure 2. Impact of scientist reciprocity strategies on publication bias over time in confidential  vs. open peer review. Triangles: indirect reciprocity 
(confidential peer review ); circles: direct reciprocity (open peer review ). (Values averaged over 200 realizations.)

Figure 3. Impact of author status on publication bias over time in confidential vs. open peer review. Triangles: direct reciprocity ; squares: status; circles: 
bias. (Values averaged over 100 realizations.)

The results showed that regardless of the source of status, 
publication bias tended to converge to the level of 70 per cent 
mentioned above. This had a detrimental effect on the average 
quality of publications in all scenarios (see Fig. 4).

It is worth noting here that we assumed a relatively fair sce-
nario in that status affects only scientists’ behavior during peer 
review. We did not contemplate scenarios in which reviewers 

could be retaliated to by the punished authors more academi-
cally, e.g. high-status scientists refusing to hire colleagues who 
provided a negative review on a previous manuscript of theirs.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of simulation scenarios on 
reviewing expenses, which was a measure of system efficiency. 
The results showed that open peer review was more demand-
ing in terms of resources at a system level. Indeed, this caused 
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Figure 4. Impact of reviewer behavior on the average quality of published papers under different peer review models. Black: confidential peer review; 
white: open peer review. (Values calculated at last iteration and averaged over 200 realizations.)

Figure 5. Impact of reviewer behavior on reviewing expenses under different peer review models. Black: confidential peer review; white: open peer 
review. (Values calculated at last iteration and averaged over 200 realizations.)

a resource drain from research almost twice the amount of 
resources consumed in random peer review (unreliable) and 
about 10 per cent more of the other scenarios in confidential 
peer review. This would confirm previous experimental find-
ings on more time and resources required by reviewers when 
under open peer review (e.g. Bruce et al. 2016). Note that the 
low resource waste of confidential peer review when reviewers 
had a constant probability of being unreliable depends on the 
assumption that being unreliable means providing a random 

opinion on a manuscript without spending time in reading 
it carefully (e.g. Squazzoni and Gandelli 2013; Bianchi et al. 
2018).

Finally, when looking at resource distribution at the system 
level and comparing all scenarios, we found that whenever 
reviewers are sensitive to reciprocity motivations, open peer 
review would decrease the inequality in resource distribution 
between scientists by 10 per cent compared to confidential 
peer review (Gini index of 0.25 vs. 0.35; see Supplementary 
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Figure S4). Coherently with previous simulation findings 
(Squazzoni and Gandelli 2013), and given the draconian ‘pub-
lish or perish’ academic environment assumed in the model 
where all resources invested in manuscripts are lost whenever 
they are rejected, inequality would increase only when review-
ers are fair and under confidential peer review. In short, in our 
hypothetical and artificial scenarios, open peer review would 
increase publication bias but decrease inequality.

6. Discussion and conclusions
Although only abstract and highly hypothetical, our simula-
tion experiments would suggest that open peer review could 
even possibly undermine the quality and efficiency of the 
process. This would be the case if scientists, when review-
ing, adapt their behavior to personal success or failure and 
are sensitive to status. While the scientific community is 
made up of ‘peers’, i.e. ideally equal, disinterested members, 
the social and organizational process characterizing scientific 
competition for priority and rewards entails the emergence 
of implicit hierarchical structures in which status differences 
are important signals of value and worth (Cole and Cole 
1973; Bourdieu 1990; Burris 2004; Reitz 2017). The fact 
that these structures could in principle determine disciplinary 
balkanization, power, and conflicts does not devaluate their 
important role in fostering cumulative knowledge by provid-
ing coordination signals to scientists (what is relevant, what 
is not) and epistemic standards of worth and value to sci-
ence stakeholders (what is scientific knowledge, what is not). 
Unfortunately, open science supporters tend to neglect the 
importance of these contextual factors while concentrating on 
the ultimate, superior goals of transparency and accountabil-
ity (Ross-Hellauer 2022). However, in complex institutional 
environments, the co-existence of multiple values typically 
creates tensions and conflicts, which need to be considered, 
publicly discussed, and collectively regulated (Minssen et al. 
2020), not to mention the possible co-existence of different 
normative equilibria in various communities (Martin 2016).

It is reasonable to expect that the effect of these com-
plex social processes could influence the current practices of 
peer review in scholarly journals, especially if the ‘veil of 
anonymity’, typically protecting these practices, is removed 
(Bravo et al. 2018). It is worth noting that whenever such a 
veil is removed, not only do authors and reviewers know their 
respective counterparts, but authors also know that review-
ers understand this while reviewing and reviewers could use 
reviewing to send implicitly collusive or conflictual signals. At 
the same time, reviewers lose the possibility of claiming their 
ignorance about authors’ identities as an excuse, if retaliated 
to by susceptible authors (e.g. M ̈as and Opp 2016).

The practice of double-blind peer review in social science 
journals is in the first place a means to protect reviewers 
from possible retaliation, thus ensuring the independence of 
judgment (Pontille and Torny 2014; Horbach and Halffman 
2018; Merriman 2020). The fact that authors are now easily 
traceable on Google or other Internet-based sources—which 
has made many analysts suggest abandoning double-blind 
peer review as a mere ritual—is completely irrelevant when 
dismissing this practice (Weicher 2008; Nobarany & Booth 
2017). It is worth noting that transparency can be especially 
detrimental in cases of young scholars who could be sensitive 
to the risk of retaliation when asked to review work by more 

advanced senior scholars (e.g. Wang et al. 2016). As argued 
by Flaherty (2016) while reflecting on his experience as editor 
of many sociology journals: ‘How many of us will truthfully 
point out the flaws in a colleague’s manuscript when he or 
she will know our identity? Will a junior scholar reject the 
manuscript submitted by a senior scholar?’ In our view, these 
complex status effects could also explain the low level of con-
sensus that open peer review has among the humanities and 
social sciences, which are more sensitive to inequality, status, 
and justice (Ross-Hellauer et al. 2017).

Despite being highly abstract and hypothetical, our find-
ings suggest that science is a complex evaluation system of 
practice characterized by a multidimensional space of ‘values’ 
and worth, with potential conflicts and trade-offs (Mallard, 
Lamont & Guetzkow 2009; Lamont 2012; Martin 2016). 
For instance, while improving transparency is surely a valu-
able goal, genuinely inspiring many laudable experiments on 
peer review, this could come at the cost of reducing the inde-
pendence of judgment, criticism, and the search for truth, 
always central to the most important pillars of science as an 
institutional system (Merton 1973).

Although abstract and highly hypothetical, our simulation 
helps to stimulate the call to reconsider these aspects while 
testing manipulations of peer review. Furthermore, while 
measuring the effects of these manipulations is in principle 
possible with in-journal data (e.g. Bravo et al. 2019), tracing 
long-term consequences of scientists’ reactions would require 
cross-journal data and consistent identity tracing procedures, 
as scientists review manuscripts for different journals: in 
short, a very arduous endeavor. This is where simulation mod-
els can help by providing scenario analysis that exploits avail-
able knowledge to explore probabilistic future trends with 
all due caveats concerning the weak realism and attention to 
contexts (Gilbert et al. 2018; Feliciani et al. 2019).

Following previous research, at first glance our simulations 
would lead to a dramatic conclusion, i.e. if scientists behave 
adaptively in peer review, a random system could be func-
tional to reduce the cost of reviewing (e.g. Squazzoni and 
Gandelli 2013). This is true, according to our model, which 
has been intentionally built to consider extreme (hypothetical) 
scenarios. However, the problem is that it is hard to believe 
that even ideally, scientists would behave purely randomly. 
Secondly, the fact that scientists follow adaptive behavior 
makes them sensitive to incentives and regulations, which are 
the real levers that scientific associations, publishers, and jour-
nals have at their disposal to perform experiments that can 
improve the current situation. This is relevant even when con-
templating reforms that are more coherent to the complex, 
multidimensional space of values and context-specific set of 
practices characterizing the academic community. Obviously, 
while artificial experiments can stimulate debate by analogy, 
their findings cannot inform policy or interventions and would 
require empirical test to support any generalization (Edmonds 
et al. 2019).

Finally, our simulations are only theoretical and specula-
tive as more evidence-based, empirically informed research 
would be necessary to reflect on the various causes of these 
strategic behaviors, including social influence processes, learn-
ing, social norms, and more complex institutional dynamics 
(Feliciani et al. 2019). While the advantage of agent-based 
models is that they permit us to look at stylized cases and draw 
theoretical reflections from premises in logically consistent 
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ways, integrating these models with empirical data is the key 
both to calibrate agent behavior and incorporate contextual 
factors. Here, a set of well-design case studies comparing sim-
ilar journals with different peer review models and tracing 
author/referee previous connections would help to calibrate 
sensitive model parameters, reduce abstract theoretical spec-
ifications, and provide a more context-specific picture of 
the behavioral dynamics underlying peer review outcomes. 
Unfortunately, there are still obstacles against large-scale data 
sharing from journals to study peer review due to confidential-
ity, lack of incentives to publishers, and lack of collaborative 
infrastructure (Squazzoni et al. 2020), which all need to be 
confronted.
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Supplementary data is available at SCIPOL Journal online.
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Notes
1. The model has been built using NetLogo 6.2. The model code is 

available here: https://www.comses.net/codebases/3d99eb9f-ae4f-
42d0-8c58-9d28757161c0/releases/1.0.0/.
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